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This paper is mainly concerned with estimating the eigenvalue of minimum 

modulus in the spectrum of the Frrchet derivative of a nonlinear operator along 

a bifurcating curve of zeros of the operator. In order to be more precise, a few 

preliminaries are in order. Let X and Y be Banach spaces and let F: 1R x X ~  Y 

be twice continuously differentiable. Suppose that F(2, 0)= 0 for 2e  J ,  where or 

is an open interval containing 20, and that every neighborhood of (20, 0) contains 

zeroes of F n o t  lying on the curve c~={(2, 0): 2e  J} .  Then (2 o, 0) is said to be a 

bifurcation point of F with respect to cr In an earlier paper [8] the authors gave 

fairly general criteria for (20, 0) to be a bifurcation point when 0 is a "simple 

eigenvalue" (in a sense made precise later) of the Frrchet derivative F~(2 o, O) 
of F with respect to its second argument. These sufficient conditions imply that 

there is a bifurcating curve ~'g= {(2 (s), x(s)): Isl <So} of zeroes of Fintersecting cg 

only at (20, 0). 

It will be shown that the zero eigenvalue of Fx(2o, 0) corresponds to small 

real eigenvalues y (2) of Fx (2, 0) and/1 (s) of F ,  (2 (s), x (s)), where y (20) = 0 = # (0). 

Our main interest here is in studying the relationship between 2(s), 7(2) and/ t  (s). 

We will prove that if F~,(2 o, 0) satisfies appropriate simplicity conditions, then 

#(s) and - s 2 '  (s)7' (20) have the same zeroes and, where 2' (s)• 0, the same sign. 

Such qualitative information about p(s) is important in problems where 

F(2, x) = 0 is the equilibrium form of an evolution equation 

(1) dx 
d t =F(2 ,  x). 

In this case one is interested in the stability of equilibrium solutions of (1). Deter- 

mination of the sign of/t  (s) provides a first step in answering the stability question 

for the equilibrium solution x(s) of (1) (for 2=2@)). Indeed, in problems in the 

applied mathematics literature, x(s) is frequently called stable or unstable (in a 

linearized sense) depending on whether/~(s) is positive or negative. The stability 

question for (1) will not be pursued here beyond the study of/ l (s) .  In a forth- 
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coming paper, however, we shall study the relationship between #(s) and the full 

nonlinear problem (1). 

It is implicit in the fluid dynamics literature that there is a connection between 

2(s), p(s), and y(2) in certain important cases. No explicit mention of the rela- 

tionship is made, but it is apparent for example in the formal calculations of [6] 

and [15], as well as in the arguments of [9] and [13] where analytic perturbation 

theory is employed. More recently, SATTINGER [19] studied a special case of 

F(2, x)= 0 which could be converted to an equivalent problem involving compact 

operators, for which various technical conditions were required. SATTINGER used a 

topological degree of mapping argument to relate the sign of #(s) to that of 

2(s). Our results substantially generalize and sharpen those of [19]. The methods 

used here involve only elementary analytical arguments, and the use of topological 

degree is supplanted by a rather precise and simple estimate. 

Section 1 is devoted to the precise formulation and proof of our main result. 

A number of applications are given in Section 2. In Section 3 it is shown how the 

ideas already developed can be translated to treat situations in which there is 

no bifurcation. These results apply, in particular, to problems involving positive 

solutions of operator equations. Section 4 contains examples of this kind. 

1. Bifurcation and Linearized Stability 

In this section we will establish our main result concerning the eigenvalue 

of minimum modulus of the linearized operator produced by bifurcation. Several 

preliminaries are required, particularly the notion of a K-simple eigenvalue and 

its perturbation properties. 

Throughout this section X and Y are real Banach spaces, V is an open neigh- 

borhood of 0 in X, J = ( a , b ) ~  is an open interval, and F: J x  V--, Y is a 

twice continuously Frrchet differentiable mapping. Let F~, Fx, F~x, etc., denote 

the various derivatives of F with respect to 2 e J  and x~X. The null space and 

range of a linear mapping A are denoted by N(A) and R (A). Let dim and codim 

denote, respectively, dimension and codimension. A linear map A: X ~  Y is 

called nonsingular if A is a homeomorphism of X onto Y. Otherwise .4 is called 

singular. 

The following result is contained in Theorem 1.7 of [8]: 

Lemma 1.1. Suppose that 2 o e J  and also that 

(i) F(2, 0)=0 for 2~J ,  

(ii) dim N(Fx(2o, 0))=codim R(F~,(2o, 0))= 1, 

(iii) F~x(2o, O)xoCR(F~(2o, 0)) where x o e X  spans N(Fx(2o, 0)). 

Let Z be any complement of  span {Xo} in X. Then there exists an open interval 3 

containing 0 and continuously differentiable functions 2 : 3  ~ ~, and ~O: 3 - ~  Z such 

that 2 (0) = 20, ~ (0) = O, and, i f  x (s) = SXo + s ~ (s), then F(2 (s), x (s)) = O. Moreover, 

F-l({0}) near (20, 0) consists precisely of  the curves x= 0 and (2(s), x(s)), se,~. 

The assumptions (ii), (iii) of Lemma 1.1 imply that Fx (20, 0) has 0 as a simple 

eigenvalue in a sense made precise next. 
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Let B(X, IT) denote the set of bounded linear maps of Xin to  Y. 

Definition 1.2. Let T, KeB(X ,  I1). Then #~]R is a K-simple eigenvalue of T i f  

(i) dim N ( T - / t K )  = codim R ( T -  #K) = 1 

and, if N ( T - p K )  = span {Xo}, 

(ii) K xo q~ R ( T -  pK). 

Thus (ii), (iii) of Lemma 1.1 may be restated as: F~(2 o, 0) has 0 as a Fxx(2o, 0)- 

simple eigenvalue. This terminology is motivated by the case where X =  Y, K= I 

and T is a compact operator. In this case #~=0 is a/-s imple eigenvalue of T if 

and only if # is an algebraically simple eigenvalue of T. 

We will show that if Fx(2o, 0) has 0 as a K-simple (as well as a F~x(2 o, 0)- 

simple) eigenvalue, then, for s near zero, Fx(2(s), x(s)) has a unique small K- 

simple eigenvalue #(s) and the sign of/z(s) is governed by that of s2' (s). The most 

important property of K-simple eigenvalues needed in the sequel is given in the 

following perturbation result, 

Lemma 1.3. Let To, K~B(X,  Y) and assume that r o is a K-simple eigenvalue 

of To. Then there exists a value 6 > 0 such that whenever T~ B ( X, Y) and II T -  Toll < 6, 

there is a unique r (7") ~ ]R satisfying [ r (T) - r o [ < 6 for which T -  r (T) K is singular. 

The map T ~ r ( T )  is analytic and r(T) is a K-simple eigenvalue o fT .  Finally, i f  

N ( T  o - r o K) = span{xo} and Z is a complement of  span {Xo} in X, there is a unique 

null vector x (T)  of  T - r ( T ) K  satisfying x ( T ) - x o ~ Z .  The map T ~  x (T )  is also 

analytic. 

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 1.7 of [8], we use the implicit function 

theorem to verify the existence assertions. Uniqueness then follows from the 

uniqueness inherent in the implicit function theorem and an auxiliary estimate. 

We assume ro = 0 without loss of generality. Let Xo, Z be as in the statement of 

the 1emma and define 

by f :  B (X, Y) x IR x Z ~ Y 

(1.4) f (T ,  r, z) = T(x o + z) - rK(xo + z). 

Then f(To, 0, 0)= To x o =0 by assumption, and the Fr6chet derivative of f with 

respect to (r, z) at (T, r, z) is the linear map 

(r, z, ) ~ fr z) (T, r, z) (~, 2 ) = T2 - (rK ~ + ~ K (Xo + z)). 

Clearly f~r,z)(To, 0, 0) is an isomorphism of 1R x Z onto Y. Since f is analytic 

the implicit function theorem implies the existence of analytic functions r(T), 

z (T) such thatf(T, r (T), z (T)) = 0 and r (To) = 0, z (To) = 0. Setting x(T) = Xo + z(T), 

we have verified the existence assertions of the lemma. It remains to prove unique- 

ness and simplicity. To show the uniqueness of r near 0 such that T - r K i s  singular, 

first observe that T - r K  has Fredholm index 0 since it is near To. Moreover 

dim N ( T - r K ) <  1 since the dimension of the null space is a lower semicon- 

tinuous function (see [11], Theorem 5.17). Thus either T - r K  is nonsingular or 

dim N ( T -  rK) = 1. We shall prove that if II T -  Toll and [ r l are sufficiently small 
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and if (T-rK)(flXo+Z)=O, where fl~IR, zeZ, then 

(1.5) ][zl] + lflrl < const. Ifll l IT-  T0][ 

where the constant depends on To and Kxo. The uniqueness assertion will follow 

immediately since (1.5) shows that all null vectors of T-rK, are obtained by our 

application of the implicit function theorem to (1.4). To verify (1.5), suppose 

that flXo + z e N ( T -  rK). Then 

(1.6) Toz-r  fl Kxo=(T o -  T)(flXo + Z) + rK z. 

Since (r, z)--* To z - r K x  o is nonsingular, (1.6) implies 

(1.7) l fl r I+  llzll _-<c01 T -  Toll (I 81+ l lzl l)+ I r [II zll) 

for some constant c. If c lIT-To[I and c[ r l < 1/3, (1.7) implies an estimate of the 

form (1.5). 

It remains to show that r(T) is a K-simple eigenvalue of T. According to 

the above remarks, l=dim(N(T-r(T)K))=codimR(T-r(T)K). We need 

only show that Kx(T)=K(xo+z(T))r It is easily checked that 

X=span{x(T)}@Z for T near To. Suppose Kx(T)=(T-r(T)K)w for some 

weX. Writing w=flx(T)+~ for some t i e r  and ~ e Z  we find that 

(1.8) Kx(T) = (T-  r(T) K) w = (T-  r(T) K)L 

Since To: Z-*R(To) is an isomorphism, ]lToz][ > c l  Ilz[I for some c l > 0  and zeZ, 
which implies [I(T--r(T)K)z[I ~c2 [Izl] where c2=c 1-  [[To-T+r(T)KI]. If T is 

sufficiently close to To, c2 is positive and (1.8) implies ]lzl] < M for some constant M 

independent of T near To. Let y* denote the dual space of Y and (1, y )  the pairing 

of le Y* and y e  Y. Choose le Y* to satisfy N(l)= R(To). Then (1.8) implies 

(1, Kx(r ) )=( l ,  ( r -  Wo)~ ) - r (T ) ( l ,  K~). (1.9) 

This implies 

l ( l ,  K x ( T ) ) I  < II/II M(l l  T -  To II + l r (T )  l IIKII). 

The right-hand side above vanishes at T=To,  while the left hand side is 

I (l, Kxo) 1 4:0. HenceKx(T)q~R(T- r(T)K) for Tnear  T o. This completes the proof. 

Remark 1.10. While we have assumed that X and Y were real Banach spaces, 

Definition 1.2 and Lemma 1.3 obviously carry over to complex scalars without 

change. 

Remark 1.11. It is easy to vary K and T in  the assertions of Lemma 1.3, though 

this is not needed later. 

An interesting corollary of Lemma 1.3 is 

Corollary 1.12. Let ~={TeB(X,  Y): dim N (T)=co d im  R ( T ) =  1}. Then 
is an analytic submanifold of B(X, Y) of codimension 1. 

This corollary is also not needed later; its proof is postponed until the end of 

this section. 
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In the next two results F, Z, Xo are as in Lemma 1.1, and 2(s), x(s) are the 

functions provided by that lemma. We write F~(s)=F~(2(s),x(s)), Fx(s)= 

Fa (2 (s), x (s)), etc. 

Corollary 1.13. Let K~B(X, Y) and let 0 be a K-simple eigenvalue of  F~(2o, 0). 

Then there exist open intervals 3,  A? with 20 ~3 ,  0 ~ f  and continuously differentiable 
functions 7: 3 ~  IR, it: ~ ~ ]R, u: 3--. X, w: ~--* X such that 

Fx(2, O)u(2)=7(2)Ku(2 ) for 2 ~  r 

F~(s)w(s)=#(s)Kw(s) for s~ ) .  

(1.14) (i) 

0i)  

Moreover 

7 ( 2 o ) = i t ( o ) = o ,  U(2o)=Xo=W(O), and u(2)-xo~Z,  w(s)-xo~Z.  

Proof. The corollary follows at once from Lemma 1.3, that is, if r (T) is the function 

provided by Lemma 1.3 for To=Fx(O ) and ro=O, then #(s)=r(Fx(s)), etc. The 

differentiability assertions follow from the observation that Fx(2, 0) and F~(s) 
are continuously differentiable with respect to 2 and s respectively. 

Remark 1.15. In many applications of interest F(2, x)=O is the equilibrium 

form of (1), and X =  Y, and the injection, which we call i, is continuous. In this 

case one is interested in the stability of equilibrium solutions. Here the natural 

choice of K is K=i, for then equations (1.14) become the usual equations en- 

countered in the study of linearized stability. Several examples in Section 2 will 

be of this kind. 

The main result relating It (s), 2 (s) and 7 (2) is 

Theorem 1.16. Let the assumptions of  Corollary 1.13 hold and let 7, # be the 

functions provided by the corollary. Then 7'(2o)4:0, and near s = 0  the functions 

~L(s) and - s2 ' ( s )7 ' (20)  have the same zeroes, and, whenever #(s)4:0, the same 
sign. More precisely 

(1.17) lim - s2 ' ( s )? ' (2~  =1. 
�9 -~o It(s) 

u(s)*O 

Moreover, there is a constant C such that 

(1.18) [[x'(s)- w(s)[[ __< C min {[ s2' (s)[, ]#(s)]} 

n e a r  s = O. 

Proof. Differentiating (1.14, (i)), we obtain 

Fax (2, 0) u (2) + F~ (2, 0) u' (2) -- 7 (2) K u' (2) + 7' (2) K u (2). 

In particular, setting 2--20, we get 

(1.19) F~ ~ (20, 0) Xo + F~ (20, 0) u' (20) = 7' (20) K Xo. 

Since Fa~(2o, O)xoCR(Fx(2o, 0)), (1.19) implies that ~'(2o):#0. The proof now 

proceeds by establishing that 

(1.20) II x '  (s) - w (s)II < c (I s 2 '  (s) I + I/~ (s)I)  
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for some c, and then showing that  

(1.21) IsA'is)~,'(Ao)+~(s)l<___o(1)(IsA'(s)l+l#(s)l) as s ~ 0 .  

The remaining assertions of the theorem follow from (1.20), (1.21) and the ob- 

servation that  if a, b ~ JR, 0 ~ (0, 1), and J a + b I < 0 (I a ] + I b I), then 

(1.22) ab<O and (1 -O) ( l+O) - l l b l< la l<( l+O) (1 -O) - l l b l .  

Since F(2 (s), x (s)) = 0 

(1.23) 2' (s) F2 (s) + Fx (s) x'  (s) = 0. 

Subtracting (I. 14 (ii)) f rom (1.23) yields 

(1.24) F x (s) (x' (s) - w (s)) + 2' (s) F~ (s) + # (s) K w (s) = 0. 

By Taylor 's  theorem, Lemma 1.1, and Corollary 1.13 

(i) F~ (s) = F~ (0) + s (Fz x (0) x' (0) + 2' (0) F~ ~ (0)) + o (s) = sF~ ~ (0) Xo + o (s), 

(1.25) (ii) Fx(s)=Fx(O)+o(l), 

(iii) w(s)=Xo+O(1) 

as s ~ 0. Putting (1.25) in (1.24) yields 

wis))+ o(1)(x'(s)- w(s)) 
(1.26) + s 2' (s) F;~ x (0) Xo + 2' (s) o (s) + p (s) K Xo +/~ (s) K o (1) = 0 

as s-*0.  Since x ' ( s ) - x o e Z  (Lemma 1.1) and w(s ) - xo~Z  (Corollary 1.13), it 

follows that  x'  ( s ) -  w (s) ~ Z. Since F~ (0) is an isomorphism of Z onto R (F~ (0)), 

there is a number  c > 0 such that  ]] F~(0)z]] _>_ e ]lz][ for z~Z. This with (1.26) yields 

IIx' (s)-  w(s)ll <cl IIs 2' (s) Fxx(O) xo + ~(s) K xoll 

+o(1)(I s 2'(s)I + I #(s)I)< c2(I s2'(s)I + I stis) l) 

for suitable constants cl, c2 and sufficiently small Isl. Thus (1.20) is established. 

Next let l~ Y* satisfy N(l)= R(Fx(O)). Applying l to (1.19), we obtain 

(1.27) (1, Fz~(0)Xo)= y'(2o)(/ ,  Kxo),  

while applying I to (1.26) shows that  

[s 2' (s)(l, Fxx(O) Xo) + p(s)(1, Kxo)  [ 
(J .28) 

< o(1) J (1, x ' ( s ) -  w(s))I + o(1)(1 s2'(s)J + I ~(s) I). 

Using the identity (1.27) and the estimate (1.20) in conjunction with (1.28) 

immediately yields (1.21), and the proof is complete. 

Remark 1.29. The relation (1.19) holds provided only that  functions u (7), Y (2) 

possessing the properties asserted by Corollary 1.13 exist. It  follows from (1.19), 

however, that  0 is a K-simple eigenvalue of Fx(2 o, 0) whenever 0 is an Fax(2o, O)- 
simple eigenvalue of FxQ, o, 0). This is a partial converse of Corollary 1.13. Note 
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finally that continuous functions u(2`), ?(2`) may exist possessing all the required 

properties, save differentiability, even if 0 is not a K-simple eigenvalue of F~ (20, 0). 

See Example (1.35). 

It is usually the case in applications that F is a nonlinear differential operator. 

A specialization of Lemma 1.1 tailored to this situation was given in [8] 

(Theorem 2.4); we will give a simpler analogue for Theorem 1.16. 

Example 1.30. Consider the problem 

(1.31) (L-2B)u+H(2`,u)=O, 2`~IR, u~D(L) 

where D(L) is the domain of L. In (1.31), L and B are dosed linear operators 

with domains and ranges in a Banach space U. In addition, D(L)cD(B) and 

H: IR x D (L) ~ U. To put (1.31) into the framework of Theorem 1.16, let X =  D (L) 

(with the graph topology) and Y=U. Define F: R •  by F(2, x )=  

(L-2`B)x+H(2`, x). We assume H (and hence F) is a twice continuously differ- 

entiable map of IR x Xinto Yand H(2, 0) = 0, H~ (2, 0) = 0. Then F x (2, 0) = ( L -  2B) 

and Fax(2`, 0 ) = - B .  The further assumption that 0 is a B-simple eigenvalue of 

( L - 2o B )  allows us to invoke Lemma 1.1 to obtain a curve of nontrivial solutions 

(2 (s), x(s)) of (1.26) bifurcating from (2`0, 0). Let i denote the injection of Xinto Y. 

Suppose that 0 is also an/-simple eigenvalue of L-2`oB (see Example 1.34 below 

in this regard). Then Theorem 1.16 is applicable here with K=i; consequently 

/~(s) and -s2`'(s)7'(2`o) have the same zeroes and, wherever/~(s):t:0, the same 

sign. In this case, (1.27) becomes - ( I ,  Bxo)= 7'(2o)(I, Xo), which will be used 

later. 

Remark 1.32. Equation (1.31) was discussed in [19] by SATTINGER. In addition 

to hypotheses similar to those above, he assumes that L possesses a compact 

inverse which can be used to convert (1.31) into an equivalent equation of the form 

(1.33) ( I -2T)u+N(2,  u)=O, 2~IR, u~U 

where T and N are compact mappings. (The B-simple assumption was used but 

not explicitly mentioned in [19]. See also Example 1.34 below.) It was also assumed 

in [19] that 7(2)<0 for 20<2, 7(2o)=0, 7(2)>0 for 2.<20, and that 2`'(s)=~0 

for s ~0. The main result of [19], whose proof involved the use of Leray-Schauder 

degree, was that / t  (s) and s2`' (s) have the same sign for s ~= 0. This assertion follows 

immediately from Theorem 1.16 (without several superfluous assumptions) 

since the fact that 7 (2`) > 0 for 2̀  < 20 implies 7' (20) < 0. 

Example 1.34. Here we show, in the framework of Example 1.30, that if 0 

is an /-simple but not a B-simple eigenvalue of L-2oB,  then there may be no 

bifurcating curve (2`(s), u(s)), while if 0 is a B-simple but not an/-simple eigen- 

value of L-2`0 B, then the real eigenvalue of L - 2 o  B may not continue as such 

for L -  2B orL-2(s)B+H,(2`(s), u(s)). Let X =  Y=Fx 2 and write x=(x l, x2)elR 2. 

Set L(x 1, x2)=(xl + x2, 0), B(xl, x2)=(x2, 0), and H(2, x)=(0,  x2 + x22). Then, 

with F(2, x) = ( L -  2̀  B) x + H(2`, x), 0 is an/-simple eigenvalue of Fx (1, 0). However, 

0 is not a B-simple eigenvalue of Fx(1, 0), and the only solutions of F(2`, x ) = 0  

are x = 0 .  
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Next define L(x  1, x2)=(x2, xa), B(xl ,  x2)=(0, xl), H(2, x)=(0, -x2) ,  and 

F(2, x)= ( L - ) . B ) x  + H()., x). Then 0 is a B-simple eigenvalue of F,(1, 0), but 0 is 

not an /-simple eigenvalue of /7,(1, 0). The curve of Lemma 1.1 through (1, 0) 

is ().(s), x(s))=(1 +s, (s, 0)). The eigenvalues of F,()., 0) (Fx().(s), x(s))) are 

___ l/i--&--2 ( _  Vs--), which are complex for ). > 1 (s < 13). 

Example 1.35. This is the example referred to in Remark 1.29. Let X=  Y= IP, 3, 

L(Xl, x2, Xa)=(X2, X3, XI), B(xl,  x 2, x3) =(0, 0, x,), and F()., x ) = ( L - ) . B ) x .  Then 

0 is an F~x(1, 0)-simple eigenvalue of Fx(1, 0). However Xo= (1, 0, 0)eR(F,(1, 0)), 

while Fx()., 0) u (2) -- 2: ().) u (2) for 2:().)=(1 _).)i/a, u(~.)=(1, T(~.), 2:().)2). 

We conclude this section with the proof of Corollary 1.12. 

Proof of Corollary 1.12. Given To~L~', choose any K~B(X,  Y) such that 0 

is a K-simple eigenvalue of To. Let r(T) be given by Lemma 1.3 (here t o=0  ). 

By Lemma 1.3, if T is near T O then Te 0~,r if and only if r(T)=0. The result follows 

from the analyticity of r and the fact that r'(To)4=O. We give details for com- 

pleteness. Let d[  be any complement of span {K} in B(X, Y). Then any T near 

To has the form T=T(2:, M)=To+2:K+M,  where 2:~IR and M ~ /  are small. 

Consider r (T) = r (To + 2: K+ M) = h (% M). Now h (0,13) = 0, and (with the notation 

of Lemma 1.3) differentiating the relation 

(1.36) (To+2:K+M)(xo+z(T(2:,M))=h(2:,M)K(xo+z(T(2:,M)))  

with respect to 2: at 2: = 0, M =  0, gives 

(1.37) ( K x o - hr(O, O) K xo) ~ R ( To). 

Thus h~(0,0)=l ,  so the equation h(%M)=r(To+2:K+M)=O is uniquely 

solvable for 2: (M) near 2: = 0, M = 0, and the map M - .  2: (M) K +  M and its inverse 

are analytic near M =  0. 

2. Applications of Theorem 1.16 

This section consists of several applications of Theorem 1.16. 

Example 2.1. Let F()., u) = - u" + h (u 2 + (u') 2) u -  ). u. Here u~X= C2o ([0, rr]) = 

{ueC2([0, ~]): u(0)=u(70=0}, Y=C([0, ~]), h: IR-olR is twice continuously 

differentiable, and h(0)=0. If 2o=1, the assumptions of Lemma 1.1 are 

satisfied and the bifurcating curve is given by 2(s)= 1 +h(s2), t/(s)---s sinx (as is 

easy to check, or see [8, pg. 331]). If, e.g., h(z)=exp(z -1) sin(z - I )  for z>0,  

h(0)=0, ).'(s) changes sign in every one-sided neighborhood of s=0.  Letting K 

in Theorem 1.16 be the natural injection of X into Y, we find (clearly 2: (2)= 1 - 2 )  

that/~(s) has the same sign and same zeros as s2' (s) near s=0.  It does not seem to 

be a simple matter to verify this directly from the equation. Moreover, (l.17) 

and (1.18) provide estimates on/a(s) and the corresponding eigenfunction. 

Remark 2.2. It is interesting to note that while it is impractical to determine 

the sign of /a(s) in Example 2.1 by computing a topological degree, one can 

easily do the converse. More precisely, the condition F()., u)= 0 for this case may 
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be rewritten as r (2, u) = u -  T(2, u) = 0, where T: IR x E ~ E, 

E= {u c u(O)= 
and 

with 

T(2, u) = j" g (x, y) [2 u (y) - h ((u (y) 2 + (u'(y))Z) u (y)] d y 
0 

g(x,y)=g(y,x)=y(1-(x/zO) for O<y<x<Ir. 

Since ~,(2(s), u(s)) has a nontrivial null space if and only if F.(2(s), u(s)) has a 

nontrivial null space, Theorem 1.16 implies that q~,(2(s),u(s)) is invertible 

whenever 2'(s)=~0. Therefore the Leray-Schauder index of u(s) as a solution of 

r .) = 0 is defined and equal to ( -  1) a, where fl is the sum of the multiplicities 

of the characteristic values of T,(2(s), u(s)) in (0, 1). The characteristic values 

of T,(0, 0) are vj=j2,j= 1, 2 . . . . .  and each has multiplicity 1. Hence the compact- 

ness of T,(2(s), u(s)) implies that for small s, T,(2(s), u(s)) has at most one charac- 

teristic value in (0, 1) and, if there is one such, it is simple. Applying Theorem 1.16, 

with K being the identity of E, shows that the eigenvalue p(s) of ~.(2(s), u(s)) 
near zero has the same sign as s2' (s). Hence the characteristic value of T, (2 (s), u(s)) 

near 1 (namely (1 -p ( s ) )  -1) lies in (0, 1) if and only if s2 ' (s)<0.  Thus the Leray- 

Schauder index is determined. 

Example 2.3. Let I2 be a bounded open subset of 1R" with a smooth boundary 

Of 2. Set X=C~'~(O)={ueC2'~(~)lu=O on dr2} and Y=C~(~). Here c~e(0, 1) 

and Ck'~(0) is the space of k-times continuously differentiable functions on 

whose k-th order derivatives are H61der continuous with exponent ~, equipped 

with the usual norm. Let F: IR x X ~  Y be given by 

F(2, u )=  - ~ a,y(x)Ux, xj+ ~ b,(x)u~,+c(x)u 
(2.4) , , j=l ~=i 

-(2a(x)u + h(2, x, u, Du, DZu)) 

where Du and D2u represent vectors whose components are the first and second 

order partial derivatives of u. We assume that a@ b~, e, a~C'(O) for 1 <=i,j<=n, 
c=O and a > O i n  ~, 

~ a~j(x)~j>O for x ~  and ~IR" ,  
t , j=1 

h is three times continuously differentiable in its arguments, and 

h(2, x,O,O,O)=O, ho,.(2, x,O,O,O)=O for [a[<2.  

As is well known [71, 

L u = -  ~ a,jUx, xj+ ~b,(x)ux,+c(x)u 
i , j = l  i = 1  

defines an isomorphism L of X onto Y. Moreover, under our assumptions F is 

twice continuously differentiable and either F.(2, 0) is an isomorphism or 
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N(F,(2,  0)) is of finite positive dimension. Now Fu(;t, 0 )v =0  if and only if 

(2.5) v = ;tL- ~ a v. 

It is a consequence (see, for example [17]) of the KREIN-RUTMAN theorem [14, 

Theorem 6.3] that if W= C~' "(~), then the restriction of L -  1 a to W has a positive 

( I - )  simple characteristic value ;t o with a corresponding eigenvector Uo which is 

strictly positive in f2. Since the null space of I - ; toL-Xa is the same in Y and X 

as in W and L - l a :  Y ~  Y is compact, 0 is an/-s imple eigenvalue of I - ; toL-~a  

in X. This is equivalent to the statement that 0 is an Fa,(;t0, 0)=a-simple eigen- 

value of F,(2o, 0 ) = L - 2 o a .  (Observe that Luo(~R(F,(;to, O) ) if and only if 

auor o, 0)) whenever (L-;toa)u o =0.) It  follows that Lemma 1.1 is appli- 

cable here; hence there is a curve (;t (s), u(s)) of zeroes of Fbifurcating from (;to, 0). 

Below we verify that 0 is also an /-simple eigenvalue of L-;toa,  where i is 

the injection of X into Y, so that Theorem 1.16 can be applied with K=i .  In,the 

process it is verified that T'(2o)<0, whence/~(s) and s;t'(s) have the same zeroes 

and the same sign. Indeed, the KREIN-RUTMAN theorem implies the existence 

of a null vector l o ~ W * c X *  of ( I - ; toL- la)*lw.  such that (lo, tp>>0 for all 

nonzero tp ~ W such that tp > 0 in the ordering defined in [17]. If 0 is not an/-simple 

eigenvalue of L - ; t o a ,  there exists an element u e X  such that iuo =Uo=(L-2oa)u. 
Then L -  1 Uo = ( I -  ;t o L -  1 a) Uo and </o, L -  ~ Uo > = (/o, ( I -  20 L -  1 a) u> = 0. However, 

L -  ~ Uo > 0 in f2 by the maximum principle, and this is a contradiction. Finally 

we may use the functional v-~ (/o, L -  1 v> as I in (1.27). Thus - (lo, L -  1 auo> = 
~' (;to) </o, L -  1Uo> and ~' (;to) <0.  

Remark 2.6. With the notation of Example 2.3, assume that the coefficients 

of L are sufficiently smooth so that the formal adjoint (with respect to the L 2 (f2) 

inner-product) L* of L is defined and has continuous coefficients. If L=L*,  
then 0 is an /-simple and an a-simple eigenvalue of F,(;to, 0) whenever 

dim N(F,(2o, 0))= 1, this being independent of the sign of c. Indeed, the Fred- 

holm alternative holds here, so that 

codimR(F,(2o, 0 ) )= I  and R(F,,(2o, O))={v~Y: Svuodx=O} 

where Uo is the null vector of F,(;t 0, 0). In particular, Uo and au o do not lie in 

R(F.  (;to, 0)). 

Similarly, in the context of Example 1.30, symmetry properties for L and B 

can be used to help verify K-simplicity for various choices of K. 

As a final example in this section, we indicate a precise sense in which Theo- 

rem 1.16 applies to the B6nard problem. 

Example 2.7. (The B6nard problem.) This has been precisely formulated in 

[8]; we refer the reader to this reference for the definitions of X, Y, etc., below. 

Note however that the problem has the form 

(2.8) F(;t, u)=Lxu -;tL2u - NI (u) = 0 

where the operators Li: X-~ Y are linear and N1 is the diagonal of a continuous 

bilinear map on X x X .  Suppose ;to is an L2-simple eigenvalue of L~-;toLz. 
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Then R ( L ~ - 2 o L 2 )  was characterized in [8] by 

R (L, -20  L2)= {(f, q~)~ Y[ I (U o" f +  20 0o tp)dx = 0} 
C 

where (Uo, Oo, Po) is the null vector of L 1-2oL2. Let K(U,  0,p)=(U,  0). Theo- 

rem 1.16 is applicable to this K since clearly (Uo, Oo)(~R(L1-2oL2). If 20 is the 

smallest L2-simple eigenvalue of Lt, a uniqueness result of Joseph [10] states 

that (2.8) has no nontrivial solutions for 2<20. A slight extension of this result 

shows this statement in fact holds for 2<2o. Thus 2(s)>2 o for s#:0. Due to the 

analyticity of the present case, this implies that s2 ' ( s )>0 for small nonzero s. 

It is easy to see that ?' (20) < 0, whence p (s) > 0 for small nonzero s. 

3. Positivity and Linearized Stability 

By way of motivation, consider the following situation. Let X and Y be 

Banach spaces and let F: R x X--. Y be continuously differentiable. Suppose that 

F(0, 0) = 0 and that F~ (0, 0) is an isomorphism of X onto Y. Then, by the implicit 

function theorem, the solutions of 

(3.1) F(2, x )=0  

near (0, 0) are given by a continuously differentiable curve (2, x(2)) with x(0)=0. 

Elementary arguments show that there is a number ~, 0 < ~ <  ~ ,  which is maximal 

with respect to the existence of a continuous function x: [0, ~ ) ~ X  for which 

F(2, x(2))=0 and F~,(2, x(2)) is nonsingular for 0 < 2 < ~ .  Moreover, )I and x(2) 

are unique. Assuming that ,~<oo, that bounded subsets of F-l({0}) are pre- 

compact in ]RxX, and that liminfl[x(2)][<~, then there is at least one 2 e X  
atx 

such that F(~, 2 )=0  and 2 =  lim x(2,) for some sequence 2,1",~. The maximality 
n---~ O0 

of ;T then implies that Fx(~, 2) is singular. 

Using the ideas of [8] and Section 1, one can precisely describe the solutions 

of (3.1) near (;T, 2) under certain assumptions, and in fact can continue the curve 

of solutions uniquely and smoothly through (~, 2) (although parameterization by 

2 is not generally possible). Moreover, the shape of the curve and the eigen- 

value of Fx near zero along the curve are related. This type of situation is en- 

countered in particular when there is some kind of positivity inherent in the 

problem. This will be illustrated in some examples in Section 4. First the required 

analogues of Lemma 1.1 and Theorem 1.16 will be given. 

Theorem 3.2. Let  (~, 2) ~ IR x X and let F be a continuously differentiable mapping 

o f  an open neighborhood o f  (~, ~) into Y. Let  N(Fx(~, ~))= span{xo} be one dimen- 

sional and codim R(Fx(,~, 2))= 1. Let  F~(;~, ~)r  ~)). I f  Z is a complement 

o f  span{xo} in X, then the solutions o f F ( 2 ,  x)=F(J[, ~) near (~, 2) form a curve 

(2 (s), x (s)) = (~ + �9 (s), 2 + s Xo + z (s)), where s ~ ( �9 (s), z (s)) ~ ~ x Z is a continuously 

differentiable function near s = 0 and �9 (0) = ~' (0) = O, z (0) = z' (0) = O. Moreover, 

i f  F is k-times continuously differentiable (analytic), so are z(s), z(s). 
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Proof. Define f :  IR x IR x Z ~ Y by 

f (s ,  % z ) = F ( ~ +  z, "2 + SXo + Z) -F(~ ,  ~). 

The assertions of the theorem follow at once from the implicit function theorem 

and the observations that f(0,  0, 0)=0, that f(r. z)(0, 0, 0) is an isomorphism, and 

that f~ (0, 0, 0) = 0. 

Remark 3.3. For use in Section 4, observe that if F depends smoothly on 

some parameter e, and if the assumptions of Theorem 3.2 are satisfied at e=0,  

then the same proof shows that the zeroes of F(2, x, e)= 0 near (;[, ~, 0) are given 

by smooth functions 2(s, e), x(s, e), where s has the same meaning as before. 

Remark3.4. Theorem 3.2 is of course independent of the preliminary dis- 

cussion in this section. However, when ~=  lira x(2n) as in these remarks, Theo- 
n - c o o  

rein 3.2 implies that ~ =  lira x(2) and that the curve (2, x(2)) can be continued 

smoothly through (;I, ~) via parametrization by s. A result very closely related to 

Theorem 3.2 was given by ANSELONE and MOORE [4, Lemma 6.1]. 

If KeB(X,  Y) and 0 is a K-simple eigenvalue of Fx(J[, ~), Lemma 1.3 (see the 

proof of Corollary 1.13) provides continuous functions #(s)elR, w(s)~X defined 

near s = 0 such that 

(i) Fx(s )w(s)=#(s)Kw(s) ,  

(3.5) (if) w(s ) - xo~Z ,  

(iii) w(0)=Xo, /~(0)=0, 

where Fx(s)=Fx(,~(s), x(s)). The analogue of Theorem 1.16 is 

Theorem 3.6. Let the assumptions of  Theorem 3.2 hold and let #(s), w(s) be as 
in (3.5) where 0 is a K-simple eigenvalue of  F,(~, ~). Let I t  Y* satisfy N(I)= 

R(Fx(,~, ~)). Then, near s=0 ,  (I, Kxo)  p(s) and -2 ' ( s ) ( l ,  Fx(~, ~)) have the same 
zeroes and, whenever 2' (s) 4=0, the same sign. Moreover, 

#(s) (l, Fx(;[, ~)) 
lims,o )~'(S) = (I, Kxo)  

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1.16 and is only sketched. 

First, the relation 2' (s) F x (s) + Fx (s) x' ( s ) -  0 together with (3.5) and the fact that 

w (s) - x' (s) e Z implies 

(3.7) Ilx'(s)-w(s)ll <=c(12'(s) l+ll~(s)l) 

for some constant c. Then applying l to the equation 

(s) rXo + 2' (s) F~(0) =Fx(0) (w(s)-  x'(s)) 

+ (F~ (s) -- F~ (0)) (w (s) - x' (s)) + # (s) K (Xo - w (s)) + ),' (s) (F x (0) - F a (s)) 
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and using (3.7) and (3.5) yields 

(3.8) I(l, gxo>l~(s)+A'(s)(l, Fx(O)>l<=o(1)(ll~(s)l+12'(s)[) 

and the proof is completed as in Theorem 1.16. 

as s ~ 0 ,  

173 

4. Some Application to Problems Involving Positivity 

In this section Theorems 3.2 and 3.6, as well as the preliminary remarks 

concerning continuation, are applied to some ordinary and partial differential 

equations. The first application is to a family of ordinary differential equations. 

Example 4.1. Consider the problem 

(4.2) F(2, u) = - ( u "  + 2 g(u)) =0 

where F: IR x Co 2 ([0, n]) ~ C([0, n]), Co 2 ([0, 7r]) is as in Example 2.1, and g satisfies 
the conditions 

(i) g: ~--+ IR is twice continuously differentiable, 

(ii) g(0)> 0, 

(Hg) (iii) g ' (0)>0 and g"(r/)>0 if ~/>0, 

(iv) lim g(q) = oo. 
t/'-* oO 

Clearly F(0, 0)=0 and Fu(0, 0)= -d2/dx 2 is an isomorphism of CoZ([0, hi) onto 

C([0, zr]). The introductory remarks of Section 3 show that there is a curve 
(2, u(2)) of solutions of (4.2) on a maximal interval [0, ~) such that F,(2, u(2)) 

is nonsingular. The maximum principle and (Hg) (ii) imply that u(2)(x)>0 for 

xe(O, re) and small positive 2, and it is easy to see (again, by the maximum prin- 

ciple) that this holds for all 2e(0, I) (see for example [18]). We will show that 
I<oo  and that (4.2) has a solution (I, ~) through which the curve (2, u(2)) can 

be smoothly extended. Moreover, the least eigenvalue of Fu changes sign at 
(,~, ~) along the curve. 

Clearly, bounded subsets of F -  1 ((0}) are compact. The next lemmas establish 

that I<oo  and lim sup[lu(/)l[ <oo, so that (as in the introductory remarks) 

lira u(2,)= ~ exists for some sequence {2,}, 2, Tt. The next result, proved here for 
/I"~ O0 

completeness, is a special case of the results of [12]. 

Lemma 4.3. I <  I/g'(0). 

Proof. Let x (2) denote the smallest value of x for which 

(4.4) v"+tcg'(u(2))v=O, ve C2([0, n]), 

has a nontrivial solution. Then tr is a continuous function of 2 on [0, I). Clearly 
x(0)=l/g'(0). The hypothesis (Hg) (iii) and the fact that u(2)>0 on (0, n) if 
2>0  imply that x(2)< 1/g'(0) for 2e(0, ,~). If I >  1/g'(0), then x (2 ) -2  must have 

12 A r c h .  R a t i o n a l  M e c h .  A n a l . ,  Vo l .  52  
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a zero ; t 'e(0,  1/g'(0)). But then F,(2*, u(2*)) is singular, contradicting the 

definition of ;C. Therefore ~_<__ 1/g' (0). 

Lemma 4.5. Let e > O. Then there is a number M such that/f(2, u) e IR x Co 2 ([0, re]) 

satisfies (4.2), 2_>-8, and u > 0  on (0, re), then 

Proof. Let e > 0 and (2, u) be as above. Clearly it suffices to show that u = M 1 

for some M~. Define 

I(c)= u(x) > c} =(a(e), 

where O<<_a(c)<=b(c)<-rc. Since u satisfies (4.2), (Hg) (ii) and (iii) imply that u is 

concave and I(c) is an interval. If c > 0  and I(c) is not empty, then - u " = 2 p ~ u  

on I(c), where p~(x)--g(u(x))/u(x). Due to (Hg) (iii), p~(x)>=(g(c)-g(O))/c 
on I(c). Since u has no zeroes on I(c), it follows from the Sturm comparison 

theorem that 

b(c) -  a (c) < g(O))/c" 

Choose co so that ~/Ve(g(co)-g(O))[Co < ~]3, fraction bar (which is possible by 

(Hg) (iv)). Then either a(co)>~/3 or b(co)<2~/3. If we assume the former for 

definiteness, then (4.2) and the facts that u < Co and g (u) =< g (Co) on [0, a (Co)) imply 

(4.6) u' (a (Co))-> u' (0) - 2 g(co) a (Co) 

while (since u is concave) 

a(co) 

(4.7) co=u(a(co))= ~ u'(x)dx>-_a(co)u'(a(Co))>-(n/3)u'(a(co)). 
o 

Combining (4.6) and (4.7) gives 

t 

(3/zr) c o + 2 g (Co) a (Co) = u (0). 

Lastly, since a (Co)_-< ~ and u is concave, 

7r((3/Tr)Co+2g(co)Tr)>_u'(O)x>u(x ) for x~[O, 7r]. 

The above preliminaries now yield 

Theorem 4.8. Let F be given by (4.2), where g satisfies the hypothesis (Hg). 

I f  u: [0, ~ ) ~  Co2([0, lr]) is as above, then lira u(;t)---fi exists, and F,(~, fi) has a 
M~ 

null-vector u o which is positive on (0, 7r). The zeroes o f  F near (~, fi) form a smooth 
curve (A(s), a(s)) for which (~(0), a(0))--(L ~), ,V(0)=0, A"(0)<0. I f  #(s) is the 
least value o f  # for which the equation 

--,w"+2(s)g'(fi(s))w)----#w, w~C~([O, zc]) 
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has a nontrivial solution, then I~(s) and 2'(s) have the same sign for  s 4=0. More 
precisely, 

X 

s f g" ,?o ax 
o  .O(s 

f , gdx  
0 

as s ~ O .  

Proof. According to what was shown above, there is a sequence {2.} and an 

element ~Co2([0, n]) such that 2.1"~, u ( 2 , ) ~  ~, and F.(:[, if) is singular. 

Let r(2), 0~2_<~[, be the least number such that the equation 

(4.9) F.(2, u(2)) w = - ( w " + 2 g ' ( u ( 2 ) ) w ) = r ( 2 ) w  

has a nontrivial solution w~Co2([0, 7c]), where u(~)=ff by definition. Then r(2) 

is continuous on [0, ~[), r(2.)-+r(~), and r ( 0 ) = l .  Since F(2, u(2)) is nonsingular 

on [0, ~), we have r (4) > 0 on [0, ,~). This implies that r (,~) > 0. However, F(/~, ~ (~)) = 

F(:[, ~) is singular, so that r(X)<0; it follows that r(~)=0.  Since 0 is the least 

eigenvalue of F.(~[, ~), the corresponding null vector is of one sign on (0, 7r). 

This establishes the assertions concerning Uo. The other assumptions of Theo- 

rem 3.2 dearly being satisfied, only the condition Fa(~[, i f )= -g (~ ) r  ~)) 
need be checked. Since 

(4.10) J" g(fi) u o dx  > 0, 
o 

this condition is satisfied. But then the structure of F =  0 near (;T, ~) is determined 

by Theorem 4.2, and this clearly implies lim u(2)=~.  Let (2(s), t~(s)) be the curve 

provided by Theorem 3.2. A direct calculation shows that 

(4.11) 

hence 

2" (0) g(fi) + g" (fi) u o 2 ~ R (F.(~, fi)) 

I t  

- f d x  

(4.12) 2" (0 )=  o <0 

Uo g(ff) d x  
0 

determines 2"(0) (2 ' (0)=0 by Theorem3.2). The assertions concerning /~(s) 
Ig 

follow from (4.12) upon using Xo=Uo, (l, u ) = ~ u o u d x ,  and K=inject ion of 

C2o([0, lr]) into C([0, 7r]) in Theorem 3.6. o 

Remark 4.13. With minor modifications g can also be permitted to depend on 

x. Equation (4.2) was also treated by LAETSen [16]. Since 2" (0)<0 ,  it follows 

that for each # < ;T but sufficiently close to ;T there exist numbers sl, s2, sl < 0 < s2, 

such that 2 ( s0- -  # = 2 (s2). Moreover, the normalization Uo > 0 and the form of t7 (s) 

implies that ~(s)(x) is monotone increasing in s for xa(O, zO. This shows that 
u(2(s)) = t~ (s) for small negative s (as opposed to small positive s), since u(2)(x) 

is monotone increasing in 2 for xe(0,  7r), as is easy to see [12]. 

12" 
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It is natural to attempt to generalize Example 4.1 in the following way: 

Replace (0, n) by a smooth bounded domain I2___lR", -d2/dx 2 by a self- 

adjoint second order elliptic differential operator for which the maximum prin- 

ciple is valid, and Co2([0, n]) by C2'~(~) (with the notation of Example 2.3). 

Indeed, with the notable exception of Lemma 4.5, the arguments just used carry 

over to the resulting problem. The question of bounds to replace Lemma 4.5 

is a delicate one in the theory of partial differential equations, but the next example 

is one where such bounds may be obtained. 

Example4.14. Set X=C2,~(~)  and Y=C~(~)  as in Example2.3, where 

ct ~ (0, 1) and s ~_ IR 3 is a smoothly bounded open set. Consider the problem 

(4.15) F(2, u )=  - (Au  +2(1 + u  + u2))=0. 

Let )T, u(2), 0<2<)~,  be defined as before. The following analogue of Lemma 4.3 

is proved as before. 

Lemma4.16. We have ~ < 21, where 21 is the smallest eigenvalue of - A under 
Dirichlet boundary conditions. 

Using the next lemma in place of Lemma 4.5, we can easily establish an 

analogue (which will not be stated) of Theorem 4.8 for (4.15). 

Lemma4.17. Ilu(2)llx is uniformly bounded in 4, he[0, ~[). 

Proof. Let r(2) be the least eigenvalue of 

(4.18) - A w - 2 ( l  + 2u(2))w=r(2)w, w~C~"(~). 

As before, r (0) = 21 and 0 < r (4) < 21 for 0 < 2 < ~. The variational characterization 

of r(2) [7] implies that 

(4.19) 0 <  r(2)~ v 2 dx< ~(I Vvl2-2(  1 +2u(2))v2) dx 
f2 f2 

for veC2"(D). Further, since F(2, u(2))=0 we have 

(4.20) ~l Vu(2) l 2 dx=A~(u(2)+u(2)2+u(2)3)dx. 

Setting v=u(2)  in (4.19) and using (4.20) implies that 

(4.21) I[(u(2)+u(2)2 +u(2)3)-(uO~)Z + 2u(2)3)]dx= I (u(2)-u(2)3)dx>O. 
l'~ I'A 

The H61der inequality, the fact that u (2)> 0, and (4.21) together yield 

(4.22) ~ u (4) 3 d x ~< measure of  f2 = cl. 

Then (4.20) implies 

(4.23) ~ [ 17U (4) [ 2d x =< 2c 2 

for some c2 and, in turn, (4.23) in conjunction with the Sobolev inequalities for 
n = 3 shows that 

(4.24) ~ u (4) 6 d x -< ~.cs 
s 
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mr. =-- 

Fig. 1 Fig. 2 

for some c a. If f (2)=2(1  +u(2)+u(2)2), (4.24) implies Sf(2)3dx<=c4, where c ,  is 

independent of 2 for 0 < 2 < ~ < 2 ~ .  Since -Au(2)=f (2) ,  the L ~ theory of the 

Dirichlet problem [1 ] shows that [I u (2) t[ 2, a < c~ for 0 < 2 < ~, where II �9 II 2.3 denotes 

the norm in the Sobolev space Wg' a. Thus u(2) (and hence f(2)) is bounded in 

C'(O) by the Sobolev inequalities. Since -Au(2)=f (2) ,  u(2) remains bounded 

in cg , ' (O  - )  and the proof is complete. 

Remark4.25. One can obviously adapt the above analysis to treat more 

general elliptic operators and nonlinearities. However, we do not know whether 

nonlinearities g(u) which grow more rapidly than the "Sobolev cut-off" power 

can be handled. It may be pointed out that the above estimates differ from 

Lemma 4.5 in more than technique. A bound depending on 2 is not obtained for 

all positive solutions of F(2, u) = 0, but only for those positive solutions for which 

F, (2, u) has a nonnegative smallest eigenvalue. 

By perturbing Examples 4.14 or 4.1 an example of another type can be ob- 

tained. We will work within the framework of Example 4.14. The point of the 

present example is that while the main features of Example 4.14 are preserved, it 

is also possible to obtain a bound on u independent of 2>0.  It then follows 

from other arguments that the problem has a positive solution u for every 2 > 0. 

Heuristically one pictures a curve of solutions like Figure 1 below in the 2, u 

"plane" .  This contrasts with the heuristic picture (Figure 2) of the curve of 

solutions for Examples 4.1 and 4.14. 

Example 4.26. Consider the problem 

(4.27) F(2, u, 8) = - (A u +2(1 + u + u  2 -  eu3)) =0  

where X, Y are as in the preceeding example and ee]R is a real parameter. First 

note that if (4.27) holds, then 

(4.28) e u s __< 1 + u + u 2(respectively, 1 + u + u 2 < e u a) 

at a maximum (respectively, minimum) of u. Hence, if e > 0, then sup l u l <  g ( e )  

for some M depending on e. Then, as in Example 4.14, it follows from L ~ estimates 

and the Sobolev embedding theorems that Ilullx<K(e), for some K depending 

on e>0.  
The discussion proceeds by treating the equation F(2, u, e) = 0 as a perturbation 

of F(2, u, 0)=0.  Let ~, u(2), 0-__2<~, be defined by the problem F(2, u, 0 )=0  
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as before. To begin with, observe that for each 6,, 0<6,<)~,  the curve (2, u(2)), 
0-<2<J~-61 is compact and F,(2, u(2), 0) is nonsingular on this curve. Hence 

there is a neighborhood N 1 of {(2, u(2)): 0<2< ,~-61}  and an 81>0 such that 
F(4, u, 5)=0 has a unique solution (4, u(4, e), 5) subject to 

(4, .(4,  0,  5) N1 • [0, 5,1. 

Moreover u(4, e) is a smooth function of its arguments and it can be assumed that 

F,(4, u(2, 5), O is nonsingular. 

Next, lira u(4)=~ exists by the analogue of Theorem 4.8 for (4.15), and the 

solutions of F(2, u, 0 )=0  near ()I, ~) form a smooth curve (4(s), ~(s)) such that 

(4(0), a(0))---()~, ~), 4 '(0)=0, 2"(0)<0,  and u(2(s))=5(s) for small s < 0  (see 
Remark 4.13). By Remark 3.3, there are functions 2(s, 5), fi(s, 5) defined on some 

square S =  {(s, s): Is[, ] el < 52}, where 52 > 0, such that F(4 (s, e), 5 (s, s)) = 0, and 
an open neighborhood N2 of (~, ~) such that if F(2, u, e)=0, (2, u)~N2, and 

151 _-<,~2, then (4, u)=(4(s,  e), 5(s, e))for exactly one (s, e)~S. Since 2(s, 0)=4(s),  
t~(s, 0)=a(s) ,  we can assume that (O/Os)4(s, e) has a unique zero s(e), Is(e)l <'~2 
for 151__<,s2 and that (a2/Os2)4(s, 5)>0 on S. 

The next step is to relate (2, u(2, e)) and (2(s, e), ~ (s, e)). Choose (~1 sufficiently 

small to guarantee that ( I -  61, u ( ~ -  61)) eN2. Then ( ~ -  61, u (,~- 61, e)) ~Nz for, 
say, 0 < e < 6 3 < m i n ( e  1, 62). It follows that (2, u(2, e))=(4(s, e), t~(s, 8)) has a 
unique and smooth solution (by the meaning of s) s(2, e) for 0<5<63  and 2 

near ~ -6~ .  In this way, a smooth curve of zeroes of F(4, u, 5)=0 is obtained by 

piecing together the curves (2, u(2, e)) and (2(s, e), t~(s, 5)). At the point on this 
curve corresponding to s = s ( 0  (where (O/Os)4(s, e)=0), F, is singular since each 4 

close to but less than 4(s(5), e) corresponds to two values of s, while s ~ t~ (s, e) is 

one-to-one. It follows that ~(e), determined by (4.27) with e fixed, is finite. 

Lastly, we shall show that even though ~(5)< oo, equation (4.27) has solutions 
(2, u) with u > 0  in O for every 4>0,  5>0. This follows from [18, Theorems 6.2 
and 6.6]. Indeed these results imply that there is an unbounded continuum c~, 

of solutions (2, u) of (4.27) in [0, oo)• C~,~(O) such that u > 0  in O. For 5>0 the 
solutions of (4.27) are bounded in Co2,~(~) uniformly for 2>0,  and the result 

follows. 

Remark 4.29. Whenever one can obtain a priori bounds for positive solutions 
of equations such as (4.27), monotone iteration schemes can be constructed which 

converge to maximal and minimal positive solutions of the equation (see, for 
example, [7], [3], [20]). It is fairly easy to see that for each 48 [0, ~(e)) the corre- 
sponding u(2, 5) is the minimal positive solution of (4.27). This, the results of [2], 
and what was proved above imply that there is an r/(5)> 0 such that F(4, u, e)= 0 
has at least three distinct positive solutions u for ~(5)-r/(e)<4<,~(e),  which is 
consistent with Figure 1. 

Remark4.30. (The chemical reaction problem.) It has been conjectured that 
for some values of the parameters a, fl > 0 one gets a qualitative picture similar 
to Figure 1 for the solutions of the equation 

(4.31) F(4, u )=  -(A u+).(~-u) exp ( -  fl/(1 + u ) ) = 0  
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where u~ Cg" ~'(~), etc., as before. This equat ion arises in chemical reactor  theory.  

As above, it is simple to check that  0_<u(x)<c~ for  xeO whenever u is a non-  

negative solution of  (4.31) and 2 > 0 .  I t  has been shown by AMANN [2] tha t  if fo r  

some ~, fl the corresponding maximal  and minimal solutions of (4.31) are distinct, 

then there is a third positive solution lying between them. Aside f rom some 

numerical indications (e.g. [5]) tha t  these solutions are distinct fo r  some ct, fl, 

this has no t  been verified mathematically.  In  a t tempting to treat (4.31) by the 

arguments  of this section, we find two difficulties. First, we are unable to show 

that  ) T < ~ .  Assuming this, however, then lim u(2)=f i  exists and Theorem 3.2 
xtx 

applies at (~, fi). To see this, let fi be defined first th rough  a sequence {u(2~)). 

Then Fu(~ , ~) has 0 as its smallest eigenvalue, the smallest eigenvalue is simple, 

and the corresponding null-vector Uo is of  one sign on I2. All this is proved as 

in Example 4.2. Since Fx (,~, f i )= ( ~ - f i )  exp ( - f l / (1  + ~) )>  0 in f2 and R (F u (~, ~))= 
{veY: Svuodx=O), we see that  Fx(~, ~)6R(F,,(,~, ~)). However,  we are unable 

to determine the first nonvanishing derivative of  2(s) (and its sign) at  s = 0 .  
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